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Abstract
Information system’s models on higher level of abstraction have become a daily routine in
many software companies. The concept of Model Driven Architecture (MDA) published by
standardization body OMG 1 since 2001 has become a concept for creation of software
applications and information systems. MDA specifies four levels of abstraction: top three
levels are created as graphical models and the last one as implementation code model. Many
research works of MDA are focusing on the lower levels and transformations between each
other. The top level of abstraction, called Computation Independent Model (CIM) and its
transformation to the lower level called Platform Independent Model (PIM) is not so extensive
research topic. Considering to a great importance and usability of this level in practice of IS 2
development now our research activity is focused to this highest level of abstraction – CIM
and its possible transformation to the lower PIM level. In this article we are presenting a
possible solution of CIM modeling and its analytic method of transformation to PIM.
Keywords: transformation, MDA, CIM, PIM, UML, DFD.

1.

Introduction to Model Driven Architecture - MDA

Software application development of IS is since the origin UML 3 [1] in nineties, connected
with higher level of abstraction. Many software architects have realized that number of
changes; and editing in development of a software application of IS has dropped when we
first examine the application on higher level of abstraction. Later this fact has become
a background for MDA creation [2].
MDA is a concept for software development of IS based on creation of models and
transformations between them, defined by a standardization body in software engineering,
OMG. OMG claims that MDA is an evolutionary step in the software development.
MDA has three main advantages against other methodologies of software development:
transferability that is connected with platform independency, interoperability that is closely
related to standard development and reusability that is the result of the previous two
advantages.
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Levels of MDA

As it has been mentioned in the previous chapter, MDA recommends certain models – levels
of abstraction that can be used in the process of IS development. We assume that the
expression “model” should define certain level of abstraction and since it can be defined by
number of models in various forms (UML, BPMN 4, DFD 5, ...) we decided to use MDA term
“level” that better expresses different level of abstraction. OMG describes different levels and
their relations but it does not specify how to create these abstract levels and which exact
models and notations to use for their representation and how to transform them with one
another. There are some recommendations from various researchers in the field that can be
similar in certain points and different in others.
Basic levels of abstraction are called: Computation Independent Model (CIM), Platform
Independent Model (PIM), Platform Specific Model (PSM) and Implementation model (IM) Code. In the process of IS development MDA models are created according to the order
depicted in figure 1.

Figure 1. Basic levels of abstraction in MDA [3].

2.1.

Computation Independent Model (CIM)

CIM is the level that does not display details of IS construction but it specifies activities that
are being processed in the IS. In other words this level represents business processes of the
organization for which the IS will be developed. CIM is meant to the analysts on the top level
that can be a business analysts, domain experts or domain users of the system. CIM is
sometimes called domain model. CIM does not have an information about models or artefacts
that will be used for IS implementation. It describes the environment in which the IS operates
and it helps to recognize what do we expect from the IS. It is useful not only as an aid to
understand the problems of the IS design but as well as a “vocabulary” for usage of this
system in other systems. CIM plays an important role in passing the gap among specialists for
domain (business and domain experts) and specialists for design and development of IS
(software analysts). In MDA specification the requirements on CIM should have relations to
PIM and PSM construction and vice versa.
2.2.

Platform Independent Model (PIM)

PIM level shows certain level of independence in such a way that models that are represented
there (mostly UML models), are suitably chosen for use in various platforms. PIM describes
IS, but hides details in usage of concrete technology. PIM creates specification for required
services of the information system without technical platform dependent details. Software
analysts are involved in creation of this level of MDA. When considering PIM models, often
the question is raised if the model is platform independent or not. This question has a simple
answer: “depends on point of view”. As it is mentioned in [4], the same model can be
dependent on concrete platform like middleware CORBA but platform independent in a way
that can be used with various operation systems.
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2.3.

Platform Specific Model (PSM)

PSM is a model in a relation to IS from the view of a certain platform. PSM connects
specification from PIM with details that specify what type of platform will be used by IS.
PSM can offer more or less detailed technical specifications depending on its purpose. PSM
will be realized by transformation into an implementation model - code that defines all
information for IS creation and its launch. One PSM can appear as PIM for another PSM
levels that can be further transformed into the code [3, 4]. This level is created by software
developers. The basic idea of the PSM is to realize transformation from PIM to PSM models
[3].

3.

General transformations of models in MDA

The foundation of MDA architecture is creation of models. However, there is an important
issue – transformation among these models. The concept of OMG says that in the MDA
process the main idea is to transform higher levels (CIM, PIM) into lower levels (PSM) that
are used to create implementation code. Transformation of a model is a process when one
model is a source, converted into another model – destination with the use of certain
transformation rules. There are various methods used as transformation rules. This process is
being displayed on fig. 2.

Figure 2. General MDA transformation process.

Transformation rules describe how source model elements should be transformed to
destination model elements. Transformation rule consists of left and right side. Left side
accesses source model and adds additional information for its creation and right side extends
it to the destination model. Both sides can be described by variables, templates, logical rules
etc.
Since till now, most of IS designs are based on the PIM level of MDA, the biggest emphasize
is put on PIM to PSM transformation in both ways. There are various CASE tools presented
as MDA tools that automate this transformation in a great manner. CIM to PIM
transformation is not mentioned often by OMG and as this can be of a great help for business
analysts and domain experts we have decided to focus on this higher level of MDA.

4.

The CIM to PIM transformation in MDA

The problem of transformation from CIM to PIM expressed in MDA is becoming actual in
relation to effective use of IS when implementing innovations in enterprises and institutions.
Transformation of CIM to PIM cannot be considered as a technological translation from one
model to another. The description of an organisation is the foundation for the success of the
final solution. Therefore it is necessary to remind the reader that before the CIM to PIM
transformation we have to actually transform the organization processes based on the analyses
of the institution into the CIM model according to the principles of the innovation
management. The solution of the transformation of models is possible to be done after
creation of a process map of new and innovated processes.
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Many software architects understand that CIM level and its following transformation to
PIM is the first step to quality design of complex IS in relation to the environment where they
will be used. On the contrary, the state of solution of this problem is currently much
underrated and most of the research concentrates on PIM to PSM transformation and PSM to
IM transformation. When solving the CIM to PIM transformation it is necessary to understand
that activities and processes on CIM level represent business reality and further levels are
necessary for the IS development. CIM analytic model describes all the activities, manual and
half automatic therefore it is necessary to do reengineering or redesign of existing processes.
This change needs creation of „soft“ processes, for implementation of new policies and new
enterprise culture.
Creation of CIM level is not unified now and does not use unified standard but it is assumed
that this level is represented by the model of business processes [9], [10]. It is a fact on which
we will build our approach.
According to [9] the transformation CIM to PIM is presented like disciplined approach. It
uses UML2 activity diagrams which model the business processes. It is modelled like the
user’s tasks. From detailed activity diagrams, system requirements are specified. From the
model of requirement elements the system components are created. Finally, a set of business
archetypes helps to transform the system components to the PIM layer in details. In [10] there
is presented an approach in which CIM level is represented by business processes in BPMN
notation. Various UML Use Cases which present some part of IS are obtained from business
processes using by QVT 6 [13] rules. In [11], approach is represented where the features and
components are adopted as the key elements of CIM and PIM building and responsibilities as
the connectors between features and components to facilitate CIM to PIM transformation.
In the next chapters we are introducing some models (diagrams) representing CIM and PIM
levels and further introduce analytic process of transformation of CIM level to PIM level in
MDA.

5.

Models using our CIM to PIM transformation in MDA

Our approach is not fully automatic way of transformation CIM to PIM but it provides one
way to transform business requirements to UML models. At first we had to determine which
models represent CIM level and which models represent PIM level of MDA. In next chapters
we are introducing those models.
5.1.
5.1.1.

Models representing our CIM level
Data Flow Diagram (DFD)

As we mentioned earlier CIM level is mostly represented by the model of business processes.
For modelling business processes many notations are used. For our analytical solution of
transformation we have picked out the first – DFD [5], [8] diagram for the following reasons.
The first one is the easy understandability for all the present parties (both IT and
business), the second one is their easy creation and the third one is their wide usage. In
general, DFD can be defined as one of the older techniques for business process modeling.
DFD is a modelling technique used for software engineering that graphically displays data
flows from external entities into the IS and vice versa. DFD displays data that pass from one
process to another. Data flows diagrams are used as graphical notation for process expression
of data processing. In the practice, software designer often first draws the context level of
DFD that represents interaction among the system and the surrounding elements. This level of
DFD is decomposed into lower levels that model parts of the system in a greater detail. The
6
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notation BPMN is explained in the [12] .Transformation of CIM to PIM using this notation
will be our further research priority.
5.2.

Models representing our PIM level

Models representing PIM level are mostly represented as UML language models. We work
with 4 types of UML in current analytic transformation process on this level: use case
diagrams, activity diagrams, sequence diagrams and domain diagrams (models).
5.2.1.

UML use case diagram

Use case diagrams capture functionality that will be covered by the future IS that means they
describe the exact functions that will be performed by IS. The implemented IS will not
contain anything else but what is described in the use cases. Each use case describes one of
the ways of usage of the system from the user’s point of view thus it describes its needed
functionality.
5.2.2.

UML activity diagram

Activity diagrams are often represented models of business processes but mostly they are
used for representation of operations of the system. In UML 1.x the activity diagram is a
variation of the state diagram where states represent operations and changes represent
activities that happen after the operation. In UML 2.0 the activity diagram resembles UML
1.x diagram and its semantics is based on Petris nets. Even though activity diagram can model
inner logics of a complex operation, it is much more preferable to decompose it to more
simple operations. In many regards, activity diagrams of UML 2.0 version are object oriented
equivalents of DFD diagrams. More information about UML activity diagram is in [6].
5.2.3.

UML sequence diagram

This type of diagram displays various activities that are processed in sequence. We are talking
about data flows in the processes of information system that are exchanged among processes
that implement the behaviours of this system, ordered in time. They display flows of direction
among objects.
5.2.4.

UML domain diagram

According to [7] domain diagram is an alternative to the conceptual model DFD. The
difference is that the domain diagram does not model the problem from the whole complexity
point of view but it focuses on a certain area – domain that is the subject of our interest.
It introduces relations among objects that are performed in the IS where it defines single
concepts and their meaning.

6.

Our analytical CIM to PIM transformation

Creation of business process maps of the organization is currently done in various ways.
Apart from traditional notations there are new ones now and many analytic companies have
own “know how” for business process map drawing. As we mentioned in previous chapters
one of the widely known ones is DFD notation – Data Flow Diagrams. It is suitable for basic
description of a system of an organization because it can effectively describe 4 types of
diagrams: Current physical, current logical, new physical and new logical. From the well
described DFD we can start when creating other types of diagrams necessary for design of an
IS and its description. According to traditional use of DFD and its simplicity, the first
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reflection about CIM to PIM transformation uses DFD diagrams which represent business
processes as models for CIM level description. For the PIM level we consider UML diagrams.
When changing CIM to PIM, it means going from the level of business analysis to the partial
IS design, so we start from DFD and then we will define basic rules for some UML models
creation.
As an example of the DFD representation we use the business process on figure 3 which
represents one subprocess of main education process. It is the process of creation and saving
an e-Content. This subprocess is one of those which supports electronic form of education.
According to DFD representation of this business process we develop a part of IS called ERepository which will be used as repository for E-Content.

Figure 3. Example of business process of creation and saving an e-Content illustrated in DFD.

6.1.

Use case model creation

From the DFD we can specify external entities that will represent actors in the use case
diagrams. These processes on the first level of DFD, operated by the external entity, we will
transform into functionalities in the use case diagram. By further analysis of DFD diagrams
from the first level diagram to the lowest levels we are choosing the processes that are
external entities responsible for. Then they create associations among external entities and
processes. Associations are created based on responsibilities of external entities for the
activities in the DFD diagrams. Among the use cases there were included and excluded
relations that define dependency of the processes. Associations include/exclude that are
represented in the Use Case have to be already clear from the process description. figure 4
illustrates process of transformation DFD (from figure 3) to UML use case diagram.
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Figure 4. Example of transformation DFD diagram to UML use case diagram.

In Use Case diagram the external entity “Student” from DFD diagram (figure 3) is not
illustrated because this entity will use E-Content by means of LMS system. DFD diagram
describes reality, every data flow and every entity which exists in organization. But in use
case diagram we have the functionalities which are necessary for the concrete use case of
information system.
6.2.

Creation of the other type of diagrams

Except Use Case diagram we use also other types of diagrams. We mentioned those diagrams
in section 4.2. For simplicity, from DFD diagram on figure 3 we demonstrate the
transformation only for subprocess 6.0 Final Control. This subprocess presents a creation of
exam test like the final verification of student’s knowledge from particular e-course. The
decomposed subprocess is illustrated on figure 5.
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Figure 5. Decomposition of DFD subprocess 6.0 Final Control.

6.2.1.

Creation of the activity diagram

Another UML diagram is the activity diagram. When creating these diagrams we start often
from DFD of the lower levels of processes. For each subprocess on lower level of DFD we
have to find out its inputs and outputs and what external entities cooperate on it. Based on the
external entities from DFD, the swimlanes are created and they define responsibility for the
activities in the process. The specification of the inputs and subprocesses from the DFD
diagram help us to define logics to each subprocess in the manner of decisions and by adding
further necessary activities that define the process in more detail.

Figure 6. Example of transformation DFD to the UML activity diagram.

6.2.2.

Creation of the sequence diagrams

Sequence diagram is used to display relations among objects in the order in which these
relations are appearing. Apart from documenting of organizational items this diagram can be
used as the necessary document of communicational requirements for further implementation
of the IS. They act as the description of use case diagrams supplement.
When designing sequence diagrams it is necessary to find out which external entities enter the
subprocesses. Further it is necessary to think about entities of systems that cooperate with
external entities. Mostly it is the IS itself or another software application and its database.
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Further the sequence of execution of the activities is being drawn from the subprocesses into
the sequence diagrams.

Figure 7. Example of transformation DFD to the UML sequence diagram.

6.2.3.

Creation of the domain model

The domain model reduces the difference between the requirement analysis and creation of
the design specifications. It represents general understanding of the key concept in the
organization. It is created for better understanding of the class diagram and is not aimed only
to IT specialists. It displays objects that will be in the program structure and the relations
among them. From the domain diagram we can create the class and database diagram. When
creating the domain model we need to display all the external entities and elements (system,
database…) that they cooperated with from the DFD diagram. From the DFD diagrams they
are projected into the domain model. Finally it is necessary to reflect on the relations among
various activities of the elements that are not derived from the DFD or the processes. These
are the 1 : 1, 1 : n and m : n relations.
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Figure 8. Example of transformation DFD to the domain model.

7.

Conclusion

Analytic method of transformation among CIM and PIM level of MDA is described in his
contribution. Same models that represent these two levels are introduced. In case of CIM level
business processes models are represented by DFD and the textual description of processes
while in case of PIM level UML models, especially use cases, activity diagrams, sequence
diagrams and domain diagrams are utilized.
Using these models, a transformation business processes represented in DFD into UML
diagrams is discussed. This way of transformation should be a good foundation for better and
more detailed design of IS and software applications as well as it opens a scientific discussion
of this problem.
Electronic support for the business process of creation and saving an e-Content as one
example of usage of this transformation is depicted. This electronic support is one of the elearning tools described in [Grondzak].
Our future research will be oriented on automatic way of transformation CIM into PIM using
BPMN notation to business processes modelling at CIM level.
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